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It relates to that part of the type or class 
of machines known as “back washing ma 
chines for treating wool or like ?brous sub 
stances” in which a series of drums or cyl 
inders having perforated peripheries have 
hot air circulated through them to dry or 
act upon the wool or like ?brous sub 
stances which take in the form of a sliver 
around said perforated cylinders on leav 
ing the washing part of the apparatus, and 
our present invention consists in an im 
proved construction and arrangement of 
said cylinders and parts in, connection 
therewith and in the arrangement of the 
air propelling or circulating apparatus 
made use of whereby we can have the heated 
air circulated so as to be more evenly dis 
tributed throughout the whole seriesof cyl 
inders and over a larger area of the surfaces 
thereof than has heretofore been possible,' 
by which means the fibrous substances are 
more evenly acted upon‘ while the quantity 
or output of substances treated is greatly 
increased. I . 

In order that our said invention may be 
readily understood we have hereunto ap 
pended sheets of drawings 
thereof, to which by letters and figures, ref 
erence is made in the following description. 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation partly in section 
on the line l—1 of Fig.‘ 3 of the drying sec 
tion of the machine to which our invention 
relates and shows same with the side Walls 
removed so that the arrangement of. cyl 
inders and fans or propellers within may 
be cleariy seen while the passages from the 
air supplying apparatus are also more 
clearly illustrated. 

Fig. 2 is a plan of the apparatus shown 
by Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an end elevation of certain of, 
the parts shown by Fig. l (as seen looking 
from right to left of said ?gure) with the 
walls removed so that the. parts within may 
be more clearly illustrated. 

Fig. Ll is a sectional elevation showing one 
of the cylinders constructed in accordance 
with our invention as is hereinafter de 
scribed. , _ ' 

Fig. 5 is an end elevation of two cylinders 
(drawn to a reduced scale as compared with 
Fig. &) and shows how same are geared to 
gether. ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a view, similarto Fig. 1, partly 
in section on the line 6-6 of Fig. 3. 

illustrative . 

In Figs. 1 and 2 A indicates a portion of 
the well known washing part of the appa 
ratus styled a “back washer” and B on the 
other side of the drying apparatus indicates 
a gill box or like machine to which the 
sliver of fibrous substances is delivered after 
passing through our improved apparatus. 
In carrying our inventio-n'into effect we 

make use of the well known cylinders 2, 
2“, 2b which have their peripheral walls per 
forated to allow air to pass through them. 
These cylinders are mounted within an en 
closed cylinder chamber 3 which has air 
passages w formed through its inner wall 
3”‘ leading to the interior of the cylinders. 
-The upper horizontal‘ partition 3b is perfo 
rated to allow air circulation and forms the 
bottom of an intermediate chamber above 
the cylinder chamber while the slanting 
cover 8“ forms the top of said intermediate 
chamber. . I 

Adjoining the cylinder chamber 3 ‘is a 
heating chamber 5 within which heating ap~ 
paratus, consisting of the steam (or hot air) 
heated pipes 14 is arranged as is hereinafter 
described, so that air may be circulated and ' 
caused to travel from the heating chamber 
5 through the passages w to the interiors 
of the cylinders 2, 2a, 2b. ' _ 

Situated above the heating chamber 5 is 
a fan chamber 7 within which are mounted 
the air propellers or fans 6," 6a and 6b. The 
fans 6 and 6at are arranged to operate with 
in their respective shields 16 and 16a which 
are formed of the shape shown by Fig. 1 so 
that the spaces surrounding their peripher 
ies gradually increase radially therefrom so 
as to ?nally end in comparatively large and 
free openings at and m1 which lead into the 
heating chamber 5. The shield 16b within 
which the fan 6b operates, is arranged to 
have its outlet lead to an exhaust outlet pas 
sage 10 as well as to have another outlet 
at m2 into the chamber 5. 
Through the upper end of the wall 3a are 

formed passages 003v (one opposite each fan 
6, 6a, 6b) which lead into the intermediate 
chamber above the partition 3'’. 
In the arrangement shown by the draw 

ingsv we have made use of fourtiers of these 
three series of cylinders 2, 2a and 21), but it 
is obvious that the number of tiers and the 
number of series may be varied as well as 
may the number of fans 6, 6a and 6b as occa~' 
sion requires. 
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I call the cylinder of each series or tier 
shown at the left in Figure 1, the first 
cylinder, the next the second cylinder, 
the next the third cylinder, and the 

5 next (at the rlght of the series) the 
fourth c3. linder. The cylinders are r0~ 
tated simultaneously ‘in the directions in 
dicated by the arrows in Figure 1, by the 

ice of wheels next described. Each 
ler has a gear wheel a ?xed to one of 

ends. The ?rst cylinder 2 derives its 
ion from a driving gear wheel 6, mesh 

ing with the gear‘ wheel at of this cylinder, 
and connected by. a gear wheel Z)’ with a 
gear wheel 62, on the shaft of the delivery 
roller of the washing-machine A. The gear 
wheels of the cylinders 2 mesh with those 
of the cylinders 23*. The gear wheels of the 
cylinders 2 connected by intermediate 
gear wheels 6*. The gear wheels of the ?rst 
cylinders 2“ and. 2b are connected by an m 
termediate gear 7)”. he gear wheels of the 
?rst and second cylindersQb are connected 
by an intermediate gear wheel 68. The gear 
wheels of the third and fourth cylinders 21’ 
are connected by an intermediate gear wheel 
6“. The gear wheel of the fourth cylinder 
21’ is connected with the gear wheel of the 
fourth cylinder 2*‘ by an intermediate gear 
wheel 5?. 
In our arrangement we prefer the cylin 

ders 2, 2“, 2b in each series to be in alignment 
with each other vertically, and not to occupy 
staggered or alternate positions as has here 
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machine. 
The air propellers or fans 65‘, 6b derive 

their motion through the medium of a driv 
ing belt 17 which is actuated by any prime 
motor, this belt 17 transmits motion to a 
pulley 1.8. ?xed upon the shaft of the fan 6‘’, 
On the same shaft is ?xed another pulley 
19 so that by a belt 20 motion is transmitted 
thereby to a pulley 21 ?xed upon the shaft of 
the fan 6a. Upon the shaft of the same fan 
6“ is ?xed another pulley 22 which by a belt 
23 transmits motion to a pulley 24: ?xed upon 
the shaft of the fan 6. - 
The sliver of wool or like ?brous sub 

stances 0 as it leaves the washing apparatus 
A passes over the guide roller cl and is con 
ducted therefrom to the interior of the 
chamber 3.‘ lit passes over the series of 
guide rollers ll which are mounted. adjoin 
ing the several series of cylinders 2, 2a and 
2b in the positions shown by Fig. 1, so that 
said sliver ?rst gees beneath the ?rst cylin-_ 
der 2 at the left of Fig.1. It passes be 
neath said cylinder Qcomes in contact near 
the lower surface of the cylinder 2“ immedi 
ately above the cylinder '2 at the left of Fig. 
1 forward over the guide roller 4 and over 
the topvof the cylinder 2‘? also at the left of. 

v Fig. l. Passing over this cylinder 2b it is 
~ then guided by another roller aback over a, 
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portion of the middle cylinder 2& in contact 
with which it was previously guidec in its 
ascent. Passing beneath another guide roller 
él and over the top of a second guide roller 
adjoining, it then passes beneath the second 
of the cylinders 2 practically encircling the 
whole of the cylinder 2 until it rises into 
contact with't-he second cylinder 2“ immedi 
ately above. From this it is conducted up 
wards to the cylinder 2b immediately above 
it and passes over the top of this cylinder 
back down to the cylinder ‘22L beneath from 
which it is guided‘ forward to the other se» 
ries, ofcylinders by the respective guide roll 
ere until it ?nally emerges at 7‘ from the 
chamber 3 to be conducted to the machine B 
or to any other apparatus as may be re 
quired. 
On the apparatus being put into action the 

air circulated and heated within the cham 
ber 5travels'into the cylinders 29 2“ and 2b 

indicated by arrows Sin Figs. 2, 3 and 4:. 
This heated air then passes through the 
peripheral walls of said cylinders through 
the sliver of ?brous material encircling said 
walls and enters the chamber 3. from which 
it is partly withdrawn and circulated back 
again through the openings at the upper end 
of. the walls 3“ down back to the chamber 5 
this said circulation continues as long as 
may be found desirable. “When the air be— 
comes suliiciently saturated with water by 
takingup the moisture from the ?brous sub 
stances treated, a damper 9 leading to the 
exhaust outlet: 10,.is opened and the fan or 
propeller 6*’ then, in addition to propelling 
any air through. the opening a? into the 
chamber 5, will cause saidair which is now 
saturated, vto escape vertically. by the ex 
haust. 10, as it withdraws said, air from the 
chamber 7, andthe regulating the damper 
sis carried out as the attendant may desire. 
“(hen the damper 9., is open so that the 

heated saturated air begins to leave the on 
closures, fresh’ air enters the opening into 
the chamber 3 through the open space 7” 
where the sliver leaves said chamber 3. It 
will be observed that the progress of the 
sliver through the chamber 3 subjects said 
sliver firstly to the treatment of the air 
which is ‘about to be exhausted or discharged 
from. the apparatus so that both the sliver 
and. the escaping air at these parts contain 
more moisturev than they will as the sliver 
progresses through the chamber 8 tomeet 
the otherfresher air travelling in the oppo 
site d'irection from the other side of the ma 
chine as propelled by the fans 6, and 6“. 
By constructing and arranging the means 

orapparatus as hereinbefore described we 
have foundtl at whilepreventing the escape 
of air‘ vbefore such air has, taken up its proper 
quantity of moisture we are enabled to carry 
out’ the process of drying under such condi 
tions as to economize'steam air orv other heat 
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transmitting medium and yet secure greater 
advantages and better results than has been 
possible by the employment of any previous 
arrangement of devices. . 
In order further to distribute the heated 

air which enters the cylinders 2, 2a, 2‘’ more 
evenly throughout the Whole peripheral sur 
faces of said cylinders, we form the interior 
of said cylinders of the conical shape shown 
by Fig. 4 in which the conical surfaces 11 
and 11a will cause the air to travel towards 
the periphery from where it enters at w to 
?ll the interior of the cylinders and escape 
as described. 7 

,As further means for preventing the rush 
of heated air propelled into the cylinders 
2, 2a, 2b to the extreme ends of the cavities 
at 12 we make use of a de?ector 12a which 
causes the heated air to be'more evenly’ dis 
tributed throughout the whole width or area 
of the internal surfaces of said cylinders and 
although we have shown such de?ectors 12a 
to extend from the conical shield 11 we are 
aware other de?ectors may be made use of 
to distribute the heated air in the manner 
described. 
The de?ector 12a is in the form of a curved 

annular ?ange which radiates’from the pe 
riphery of the shield 11 within the cylinder. 
The circulation of steam (or hot air) 

within the heating chamber 5 is carried out 
through vertical tubes 14 which have sheet 
metal dividing plates or diaphragms '15 as 
we ?nd this simple formation of radiating 
apparatus to act sufficiently well by reason 
that the diaphragms 15 act in such manner as ‘ 
to enable steam to circulate through all the 
tubes 14 as supplied from the base cavity 
16 and under such conditions that without 
elaborate ?ttings and many joints (which 
have to be kept in repair) the apparatus 
answers the purpose for which it is used, 
although we may make use of other forms 
of radiating or heating apparatus as vwe 
may find advantageous. ' 
By the employment of our improved ap 

paratus we have found that we are enabled 
to increase the speed at which the slivers of 
?brous substances may be carried through 
the machine, and yet have same evenly acted 
upon by the heated air so that the moisture 
left therein is evenly distributed throughout 
the whole length and breadth of the sliver 
when discharged from the apparatus while 
the quantity of said ?brous substances thus 
treated is greatly increased as compared 
with the quantity itvhas been possible to 
treat in the same given time by apparatus. 
heretofore employed. 
Such being the nature and object of our 

said invention, what we claim is 2 
1. In drying apparatus for “back wash 

ing machines”, an enclosed cylinder chamber, 
a plurahty of series of cylinders, having 
perforated peripheries, mounted to rotate 

within said chamber, means for transmitting 
motion to said cylinders, an enclosed heat 
ing- chamber adjacent the cylinder chamber, 
heating apparatus mounted within said heat 
ing chamber, an enclosed fan chamber above 
the heating chamber, fans or air propellers 
mounted to rotate within said fan chamber, 
means for transmitting motion to said fans, 
shields partly encircling said fans, an en 
closed intermediate chamber adjacent the 
fan chamber and above the cylinder cham 
ber, and an outlet or exhaust passage lead 
ing from the fan chamber substantially as 
set forth. 7 _ 

2. In drying apparatus for “back washing 
machines”, an enclosed cylinder chamber, a' 
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plurality of series of cylinders, having per- ' 
forated peripheries, mounted to rotate with 
in said chamber, means for. transmitting 
motion to said cylinders, an enclosed heating 
chamber adjacent the cylinder chamber, a 
wall between the cylinder chamber, and the 
heating chamber having openings to afford 
‘free access for air to the interiors of the 
cylinders, heating apparatus mounted with 
in said heating chamber, an enclosed fan 
chamber above the heating chamber, fans or 
air propellers mounted to rotate within said 
fan chamber, means for transmitting motion 
to said fans, shields partly encircling said 
fans, an enclosed intermediate chamber ad 
jacent the fan chamber and above the cyl 
inder chamber, and an outlet or exhaust pas 
sage leading from the fan chamber substan 
tially as set forth. 

3. In drying apparatus for “back washing 
machines”, an enclosed cylinder chamber, a 
plurality of series of cylinders, having per 
forated peripheries mounted to rotate with 
in said chamber, means for transmitting 
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motion to said cylinders, an enclosed heat-T 
ing chamber adjacent the cylinder chamber, 
a wall between the cylinder chamber and 
the heating chamber having openings to 
afford free access for air to the interiors of 
the cylinders, heating apparatus mounted 
within said heating chamber, an enclosed 
fan chamber above the heating chamber, 
fans or air propellers mounted to rotate 
Within said fan chamber, means for trans 
mitting motion to said fans, shields partly 
encircling said fans, and communicating 
with the interior of the heating chamber, 
an enclosed intermediate chamber adjacent 
the fan chamber and above the cylinder 
chamber and an exhaust outlet leading from 
the fan chamber substantially as set forth. 

' 4. In drying apparatus for “back washing 
machines”, an enclosed cylinder chamber, a 
plurality of series of cylinders, having per 
forated peripheries mounted to rotate with 
in said chamber, means for transmitting 
motion to said cylinders, an enclosed heating 
chamber adjacent the cylinder chamber, a 
wall between the cylinder chamber and the 
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‘chamber itbove the heatingcllavnr-ldbey‘1f,'timeE 
or_ air EI‘QPQHGI'S m‘opnt‘edto rotate'within 
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heating chamber having , openings, to. affgrd 
free; access rfor'ia? tie the intejrierlsjof the; 
cylinders, ‘heating appamtus IDVOL'iIIltIQdJWitYF 
1n sa1d_ heatlng ehambep, an encl'psed tap 

saidf fan’ 'chambeij, means’ £01‘) trains‘mi'tting 
mgtion toysafizd fans, shielclg partly ehicir’clihg 
Said fans, and commenting with the i111 
terion (if this lleatiné‘clminbér, 611619361 
intermediate] chamber éi?j’acent" the fen‘ 
chamber‘and ab'qv'e the cylinder @hilmbéf; 
a; perfpmted partitiQn between Said qlmiilbélt 
and the bylin‘de'r intermediate 'Chamb'e‘r'eb‘e; 
neath the same, and an exhaust outlet lead 
ine 'i’izom the; m chamber. subéta?tielly. 5% 
set" forth. ‘ ' - 

5. In drying appgl'lzitus for, “back \vas1_1_ihg,_ 
machines’,’, alr'enlcléssei 'cyl'inder. Enamel’, it 
plurality Qif' 'seriesi. (if éylinclersa ‘hating/‘138,114 
Iiéfatied lveliiplmriee mounted. tojlaotatej With 
in‘ said chamber‘; means. fori t?ajxnamitting 
motion ‘to ‘said ‘c'ylirldtiils, an; ekn?losédl hétAt-i 

ingchember adjacent thetcylinder Chamber, 
va'h‘wal'l"‘bejtv'vejens~ the rejl'inder chamber ‘matte 
heating cheinber having‘. bpen'iriige'to vaii?‘orcl' 
free access for air to thejintepidr of the 0571-1 
indeps, heating‘ appgfetus‘ mounted Within 
Sgtlid'r heating‘ Chitlnbé?,_ ah ehcl‘osed ‘fa‘n. diam 
ber akbqye'thel heating‘ chembérffaliisior zfi‘r‘ 
ppopellersv mounted to' rotate Withih said 
far; ‘Chamber; means "fell, transmitting motion 
t‘(>_'s'a'_i§1‘fz{1is", shields p’glrtlyv encircling’ Said‘; 
fans, and; e’oimminicating with ‘the interior‘ 
Qt thex'heqtihg‘ c'ha'mbelged enclosed inter. 
mediate: ehzimhep éidjac'entfthea fanf chamber“ 
and" 'abovethe Cylinder‘ ‘chamber,’ a p'eijfd 
rated palvrtitieh between said chambet‘ ‘and 
the cylinder intermediate 'iéhéimbeii' ‘beneath 
the same, an exhaustpzi'stszage ‘lxeéddi‘ngffrplhl 
the fail" chamber," and‘ p‘zisseges leading" 
thiioughth'e 'sid‘e' Wall Qf the 'i'ittel?medi'atie" 
chamber t6 thefetnsbp ' 
s'gtahtia'lly as Set; fdi'th. " 

‘JOHN HENRY'WTHIT-EHEAD. 
‘WILLIAM EDWARD ‘ILAYL'A'ND: 
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